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SHPJFCT: Klaus . 1:arbie- Altmann (201-0012126)

1. Durine World War 11 Klaus Harbie was a member of the German
Security Service, principally in Lyons, France. He was described as
beinc brutal and ruel and reportedly shot his Fterch agents when
they were no longer useful. After the war the Communist press accused
him of having been responsible for the deaths of 5,000 partisans.
Following the war he was a witness in several trials involving war
criminals and his wartime activities were investigated by the American
authorities. The investigation was inconclusive and he was released.

2. : .. From 19h6 to early 1951 he was a source for CIC (in West
Germany) ard ronsidered to be n valuable source of information. In
1951 because of French and German efforts to apprehend him, he was
documented as KlausAltmannand reuted through Austria and
Italy to Bolivia where he was resettled. The !r .S. Arry had no.contact
with him following his settlement in Bolivia.

3. In 1967 ACSI expressed an interest in the possibility of
coordinating an operation involvin; Bartle/Altmann. They had uncovered
the case followine a decision to exploit German ethnic gro lips in Latin
America for intelligence purposes. CIA's position (IL st3fr and WH)
was that the war criminal charges against Barbie/Altmann required serious
consideration since exposure of CIC's role in evacuating him from Germany
to avoid prosecution .mould have serioe: consequences for the U.S. Govern-
merit;ICSI would have to demonstrate Bartie/Altmann's ability te supply
unioue information of significant importance under secure operational
conditions before our COS:would be justified in coordinating any proposal.
(The proposal apparently died there.)

h. In April 1970 France Soir of Paris planned to publish a story
on Barbie: that he had been sentenced to death in absentia in 190, that
he had been used by H.S. intelligence and the Gehlen service, and that
he had been protected by U.S. intelligence against French attempts to
have him arrested and extradited (i.e. from West Germany). (At this
point General Walters who was in Paris was to be briefed.) In May 1970
OACSI advised that Senator &vita' office had received a letter dated
16 June 1966 regarding Barbie. Javits had sent the letter to State,
who sent it to Army, who responded.

6. A story was publisheel in October 1971 that France would request
extradiction. In January 1 972 BeateKlarsfel d, "Nazi-huntern„
arrived in Bolivia to press the case. According to one version she was
thrown out o Bolivia, according to the Bthvian authorities she was
leaving voluntarily 'n gather more evidence.

7. The extradiction reouest has drazeed on, with the Bolivian
court yet'to makeadecis-ine on the matter. AlfredoArceCarpio,
thn.new Y!inister of Interior, recently-said that Partie/Alt , ann would
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either be extradicted to France or turned over to Peru, which wants him
on fraud charges, that the question of Derbies Bolivian citizenship
(naturalized) would not be a consideration since it was obtained
fraudalently.

8. CIA has had no contact, direct or indirect, with Barbie/Altmann.
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